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Résumé

Bending Moment-Curvature relations (M-χ) are useful in many
beam modeling approaches. It allows describing in a simple way the
mechanical behavior at the cross-section scale and can be used to mo-
del continuous beams as single degree of freedom systems dedicated
to perform stochastic analysis. This paper focused on tree mechani-
cal charaterization and presents an identification method for obtaining
bending moment - curvature relationships up to failure from Digital
Image Correlation (DIC) and experimental three points bending tests.
Due to wood intrinsic variability, the proposed identification method
has been validated from a Finite Element (FE) model which aims at
simulating precisely the bending response of a cylindrical stem. The
refined FE model has been developed based on the geometry and the
boundary conditions of the experimentally tested stems. M-χ curves
are derived from the FE model and used within a Single Degree Of Free-
dom (SDOF) approach. At the stem scale, the prediction of the SDOF
model (Force-Displacement) is compared to the FE model and lead
to a good agreement. Then the approach is used to characterize fresh
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European beech samples allowing deriving their mechanical properties
(longitudinal Young modulus, modulus of elasticity and modulus of
rupture).

1 Introduction
M-χ relations are useful in many beam modeling approaches which

allow describing in a simple way the mechanical behavior at the cross-
section scale accounting for potential material non linearities. Knowing
M-χ relation, Mass-Spring equivalences, also called SDOF (Single De-
gree Of Freedom) equivalences, can be performed. Thus, continuous
beams can be modeled as single degree of freedom systems (a single
mass connected to a nonlinear spring) and thus could be used in many
applicative fields of mechanics and especially when stochastic analysis
should be performed. Given the boundary conditions and the loading,
the static and dynamic response of the overall system can be simulated
with a very good accuracy for a very low computational time.

This paper focused on tree mechanical charaterization. Due to wood
intrinsec variability, M-χ relations allow describing the mechanical be-
havior of the stem from a macroscopic, i.e. averaged, point of view
(cross-section scale) and thus reduce apparent variability. This paper
presents an identification method for obtaining bending moment - cur-
vature relationships up to failure from Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
and experimental three points bending tests.

Detailed wood mechanical behavior assessment is mandatory in or-
der to explore tree responses when subjected to various loadings such
as own weight, wind or snow. Such research works are also essential
to provide experimental data (Moore (2000), Lundstrom et al. (2008),
Wessels et al. (2011)) and models (Sellier et al. (2006), Dupuy et al.
(2007), Hu et al. (2008), Bentaher et al. (2013)) for latter use in more
applied fields : tree response to wind (James et al. (2006)), natural ha-
zards (Dorren et al. (2006)), outdoor structures (Fragiacomo (2006)),
manufacturing processes (Thoemen and Humphrey (2003)), quasi sta-
tic (Alméras et al. (2002)) or dynamic loadings (Bertrand et al. (2013))
etc. The mechanical properties of wood depend on many parameters
(moisture content, wood species and age, defects, decay state, micro
structure, etc.) and on the scale of the experimental sample. Even if
recent studies proposed innovative methodologies based on strain field
analysis (Haldar et al. (2011)), wood mechanical properties deriva-
tion from experiments performed at the sample scale (Forsberg et al.
(2010)) is difficult to use at the stem or tree scale because no clear
relations exist yet between micro (fiber or group of fiber) and macro
structure. As a consequence, the experiment set up has to be adapted to
the scale of study (mm, cm, m, dm). In the case of stem or tree scales,
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metric (Ruel et al. (2010), Lundstrom et al. (2007)) and decametric
(Moore and Maguire (2005), Ciftci et al. (2014), Sebera et al. (2014))
experimental tests are undertaken to assess properties such as σe (mo-
dulus of elasticity), MOR (modulus of rupture) or natural frequencies
of the structure from a macroscopic point of view. For instance, swaying
tests (Milne (1991)) and three (Herajarvi (2004), Ruel et al. (2010)) or
four (Brancheriau et al. (2002)) points bending tests are widely used.
However, these experiments are not always easy to carry out in parti-
cular when wood stem has no cylindrical cross-section and/or defects
along the longitudinal axis (Murphy (2000), Lundstrom et al. (2007)).
In these cases, the local curvature can be tricky to measure accurately
up the failure of the stem.

The context of this work belongs to the characterization of trees
subjected to rockfalls. When wooded terrains are considered, forest is
recognized as an efficient rockfall protection (Dorren et al. (2004)). In
addition, innovative protective structures made of felled trees are used
as protection dikes so-called protection felled trees (PFT) structures
(Olmedo et al. (2015)). The design of PFT structures is performed by
using rock propagation codes (Berger and Dorren (2006)) to assess the
runout distance of the blocks. Within the context of natural hazards,
stochastic approaches are needed to assess the size of the affected zone
and thus effective numerical models in terms of CPU time are manda-
tory (Bourrier et al. (2009)). Based on Biggs (1964) researches, single
degree of freedom (SDOF) models can be proposed in order to represent
the interaction between the block and a tree stem. The approach has
been already used with success within the rockfall context (Schellen-
berg (2008), Schellenberg et al. (2011), Bertrand et al. (2015)). Because
of their low CPU time cost, the latter can be used for the modeling of
PFT structures within a stochastic framework involving many trajec-
tographic simulations. In the context of the study, the stem is simply
supported and impacted at mid-span, which corresponds to classical
configuration for PFT structures (Olmedo et al. (2015)). The dynamic
part of the motion is only related to the equivalent mass and the static
part is related to the bending stiffness of the stem. Material non linea-
rities are accounted through the stiffness reduction which is function
of the loading magnitude. The stiffness of the system is directly related
to the M − χ curve that exhibits the stem. Once the M − χ curve of
the stem is obtained, SDOF equivalences can be performed for a wide
range of boundary conditions and thus can be used for many scenarii
of loadings.

The article presents an identification method that makes it possible
to obtain the M −χ curve of a piece of green wood (water content above
the fiber saturation point) with a geometry that can be assimilated to
a beam. The method is based on Digital Image Correlation (DIC) and
experimental three points bending tests. DIC provides the displace-
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ment field of the longitudinal axis developed by the stem during the
loading process and thus allows the curvature of the entire stem to
be accurately described as well as in a narrow area of the structure
(typically where the "plastic" hinge occurs).

In the first part, the experimental protocol is described. Secondly,
the identification method is exposed. Then the SDOF equivalence tech-
nics is presented in the case of 3 points bended beams. Particular atten-
tion is paid to how the macroscopic response of the system (expressed
in terms of Force-Displacement curve) is derived from the M- curve,
the beam geometry and boundary conditions. Next, due to the high
variability of wood properties and in order to have a perfect control on
all the inputs parameters (geometrical and mechanical parameters of
the stem), the validation of the method is performed using a refined Fi-
nite Element (FE) model of an idealized stem. The results provided by
the FE model are compared (in terms of Force-displacement response)
to the results of the SDOF where the M-χ curve is deduced from the
displacement field of the FE model and then injected into the SDOF
model. In order to be as close as possible to the experimental bending
test, the FE model accounts for the main physics involved during the
experimental test (large displacements, contact at support with finite
sliding, non-linear material behavior in particular).

In order to estimate the accuracy of the M-χ identification method,
a sensitivity analysis is carried out exploring the effect of the polyno-
mial order and the continuity degree of the fitting functions. Finally,
the identification method is applied on green wood stems in order to
derive M −χ curves and the SDOF prediction is compared to the expe-
rimental results in terms of Force-Displacement response. From these
results, rheological parameters are assessed such as the longitudinal
Young modulus (EL), the modulus of elasticity (σe) and the modulus
of rupture (MOR).

This novel experimental identification method allows assessing the
M-χ relationship of wooden beam (but not only) reducing the intrinsic
wood variability by an averaged description of the response at the scale
of stem. It allows the user getting a macroscopic characterization where
elastic and nonlinear response is simply integrated at the cross section
scale. The derived data are ready to use within M-χ based models
(such as SDOF or beam finite elements).
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Figure 1 – Scheme of the three points bending test with force sensors and
camera positions (a). Experimental device used for the three points bending
test (b).
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2 Materials and methods
2.1 Quasi-Static bending tests
2.1.1 Experimental set up

Quasi-static bending tests were performed on stems. The experi-
mental device is depicted in Figure 1 where a stem under three point
bending is shown. The tests consist in imposing a displacement at mid
span and to measure the reaction forces (Siscam MC 100 kN sensor
linearity < 0.15%) and the mid span displacement (LVDT sensor from
SolartronMetrology, S serie, range 100 mm and linearity < 0.2%). The
acquisition frequency was 0.05Hz thus a measure of forces at supports
and an image were recorded every 20s and the test duration was about
25 min in average. In addition, a Pike F-1100B camera combined with
Xenon-Emerald 28/2.8-F-L lens was located above the specimen in
order to take successive pictures of the deformed beam. The resolu-
tion of the cameras is 4008 × 2672 pixels. The ratio mm/pixels was
about 2.27 mm/pixel. A random gray level pattern was achieved by
spraying high temperature matte black and white paints on the sur-
face of the wood in order to perform DIC analysis. A LED light system
has been used to enhance the speckle contrast (Meta Bright Exolight
ISO-4 (165,000lux) / 58W (24VDCx2.4A), white color 5500K). The
typical theoretical error in the DIC technique is ±0.02 pixels. Using
this setup, the measurement is found to have displacement resolution
of 0.04 mm. The commercial software VIC2D (Vic2D-2009-x86) allows
performing the DIC and deducing the evolution of the displacement
field during the test up to the failure of the beam.

2.1.2 Tested Stems

All trees came from the Col de Vence forest in France (Rhône Alps
region Lat. 45o45′, Long. 5o45′) and the species was European beech
(Fagus sylvatica), one of the most common hardwood in the Alps. The
stems selection was carried out to get similar geometries between each
stem avoiding as much as possible defects such as knots, conicity or
lack of straightness.

In order to keep the wood moisture content above the fiber satu-
ration point, stems were tested no later that one day after harvest.
During this period, the stems were put in plastic bag to lower the eva-
poration process. The length of the stems was 1.70m and the mean
diameters were between 60 mm and 90 mm. The span between sup-
ports of the bending test apparatus was 150cm. In this paper, 13 stems
have been used and Table 1 gives the mean diameters.
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Tested φmean EL σe MOR
stem (mm) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

1 69.7 15694 42.1 74.3
2 79.0 9962 33.0 64.0
3 67.3 6848 33.4 55.1
4 78.7 10115 33.4 65.8
5 79.0 9298 33.0 61.5
6 60.3 6744 29.2 50.2
7 74.3 11936 37.2 77.9
8 52.3 9610 42.7 76.2
9 69.7 9038 48.8 76.4
10 90.3 10942 34.5 63.6
11 60.0 8383 37.7 58.9
12 71.7 9359 46.9 76.8
13 80.7 7389 38.8 66.7

Table 1 – Mean diameters (φmean), longitudinal Young modulus (EL), elas-
tic stress limit (σe) and modulus of rupture (MOR) of the tested stems.

2.2 M-χ relationship assessment
The flowchart of the identification method is proposed in Figure

2a. Taking successive photographs of the deformed beam allows mea-
suring the displacement field at the surface of the cylindrical beam.
Thus the deflection y(x) can be obtained as a function of the imposed
displacement (Figure 3a).

In term of beam structural response, during the loading two main
phases can be identified. For small displacements, the material stays in
the elastic domain. Thus, because the bending moment is linear along
the beam, y(x) can be described by a third-order polynomial. Then
material non linearities are assumed to develop at mid span where the
bending moment is maximum (rupture for fibers in tension, delamina-
tion, buckling for fibers in compression, etc.). Under this assumption,
the deformations are concentrated at mid span and two almost straight
lines are separated by a kind of ”plastic hinge”.

In order to get the relationship between the bending moment and
the curvature at mid span, the experimental data coming from DIC
analysis are fitted by polynomial interpolation. Three fitting intervals
are defined and Figure 3c gives their respective lengths (Lfit

1 and Lfit
2 ).

The latter allow describing the curvature of the ”plastic” hinge zone.
Then experimental points of the deflection (y(x)) are fitted on each in-
terval by polynomial interpolation. The polynomial order can be chosen
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Figure 2 – Main steps of the identification method allowing deducing the
M-χ curve from 3 points bending test and DIC measurements (a). Validation
methodology of the identification method (b).
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Figure 3 – Example of curvature derivation (c) from displacement field y(x)
(a) in the case of an imposed displacement of 20cm. The error is defined such
as ξ = Xfit

i −Xi

Xi
× 100 where Xi are the fitted values and Xfit

i are the values
of the fit. (b) corresponds to the first derivative of the polynomial fit of the
beam deflection. These results correspond to the FE model of thuyas.
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Figure 4 – Schematic view of the SDOF equivalence when the ”plastic”
hinge has developed (a). FE model of the experiment where the cumulative
plastic strain (PEEQ) is depicted allowing locating permanent strains (b).

and also the continuity conditions on yfit(x) between adjacent inter-
vals. Thus the main parameters of the fit are Lfit

2 , the polynomial
order (x2 or higher) and the continuity conditions (Co or C1) between
adjacent polynomials (Tardif and Kyriakides (2012)).

Then the second derivative of the fitted curve allows assessing the
curvature at mid span. The bending moment at mid span is deduced
from the lever arm and the reaction force at the supports. These me-
thod is applied for all photographs and allows obtaining the M − χ
curve.

2.3 SDOF approach
A SDOF approach allows relating the displacement of a specific

point of the stem (midspan in this case) to the applied force. The
evolution of the load-displacement curve of the SDOF model can be
deduced from the M -χ relationship. The yield load Fy, which corres-
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ponds to the development of material non linearities within wood, is
calculated by the relation My = FyL

4 � Fy = 4My

L where L is the span
between the two supports of the bending device. Next, the associated
displacement at mid span (wy) is deduced from

wy =
FyL3

48K̄
(1)

where K̄ = My

χy
the bending stiffness with χy, the curvature asso-

ciated to My. Hence, the « elastic » stiffness of the SDOF model is
given by

Kel =
48K̄

L3 (2)

Similarly, the ultimate load is estimated in terms of the ultimate
moment Fu = 4Mu

L . Assuming that a ”plastic” hinge forms at mid-span,
the ultimate displacement is wu = wy + wpu where wpu is the total
”plastic” displacement. The latter equals wpu = ϕpuL

4 where ϕpu is the
total ”plastic” rotation of the cross section (Figure 4a). By assuming
the total ”plastic” curvature (χp) constant along the ”plastic” hinge
length lp it comes ϕpu = χplp where χp = χu − χy. The length of the
”plastic” hinge is assessed from the experimental three points bending
tests and leads to consider lp = 3 × φmean where φmean is the mean
diameter of the tested stem. Then the ultimate displacement can be
expressed such as

wu = wy +
1
4

(χu − χy)lpL (3)

For a better description of the shape of the M-χ curve, it can be
interesting to consider a trilinear curve to describe the quasi static
response of the SDOF. Thus, an additional point is defined under the
same previous assumptions. From the M-χ curve, a point Mi-χi gives
the following mid span displacement (wi) and force (Fi)

wi = wy +
1
4

(χi − χy)lpL (4)

Fi =
4Mi

L
(5)

Finally, two ”plastic” stiffnesses of the SDOF model can be defined
by

K1
pl =

Fi − Fy

wi − wy
(6)

K2
pl =

Fu − Fi

wu − wi
(7)
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2.4 ABAQUS FE model
Figure 4b depicts the FE model (ABAQUS Standard) developed to

validate the identification method described in section 2.2. A cylindri-
cal beam has been modeled in 3D. The length of the beam is 170cm
for a mean diameter φmean of 79mm. The boundary conditions are
represented by three half cylinders. The latter are meshed to take into
account the symmetry of the structure. Contact interaction approach
based on hard contact with finite sliding and geometrical non linearities
is taken into account. The finite element type is C3D20R (Twenty-node
brick element with reduced integration). The mesh density is rather ho-
mogeneous and is depicted in figure 4. The displacement at mid span
is imposed in order to get the displacement magnitude observed in the
experiment (about 20 cm). The material is represented by an orthotro-
pic constitutive relation in the elastic domain. The non linear domain
is described by an isotropic J2 plastic criterion with isotropic work har-
dening. The non linear part is described by classical plasticity theory
which is rather adapted to metallic materials and not to wood mate-
rials. The main purpose of this part is to propose a FE model able to
develop non linear regimes for checking the ability of the identification
method to capture the M − χ on a virtual test. The flowchart of the
validation process is proposed in Figure 2b.

The material elastic parameters are inspired from Guitard (1989)
where several wood species are described. These classical input para-
meters had been obtained for low moisture content (about 12%) which
corresponds to dry wood state. This set of inputs parameters have
been used within the refined FE model in order to validate the iden-
tification method. Implicitly, it is assumed that the method is also
valid in the case of green wood characterization. Two tree species
have been considered (beech and thuyas). Table 2 sums up all the
parameters involved where the following relations exist : ER = − 1

s11
,

ET = − 1
s22

, EL = − 1
s33

, νRL = ν13 = − s31
s11

, νT L = ν23 = − s23
s22

and
νRT = ν12 = − s12

s11
.

3 Results
3.1 Identification method sensitivity

The sensitivity of the identification method to the input parameters
has been assessed for results from the FE model in the case of thuyas.
The main parameters influencing the curvature derivation are first the
continuity conditions between polynomial of the three fitting intervals
(Co or C1) and the order of the polynomial (x2 or x3). Two errors are
defined in the following. The first one underlines the difference between
the fit and the fitted curve and is defined as
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Parameter Beech Thuyas Units
ER 2040 649 MPa
ET 867 287 MPa
EL 14100 3540 MPa

GRT 500 53 MPa
GRL 1850 746 MPa
GLT 980 663 MPa
− 1

s12
2810 1050 MPa

− 1
s23

30400 10400 MPa
− 1

s31
38600 10500 MPa

σy 30 30 MPa
εp
y 0 0 (-)

σu 31 31 MPa
εp
u 0.35 0.35 (-)

Table 2 – Parameters related to FE models describing the elastic and plastic
behavior of the material.

ξfit =

√∑
i

(
Xi − Xfit

i

)2∑
i X2

i

× 100 (8)

where Xi are the fitted values and Xfit
i the corresponding fit values.

The second one described the adequacy of the SDOF with the
FE model in terms of force-displacement curve and is defined such as
ξSDOF = ASDOF −AF EA

AF EA where AF EA (resp. ASDOF ) is the area under
the Force-Displacement curve of the SDOF (resp. FE model).

Figure 5 presents the evolution of both errors as a function of the
length of the middle fitting interval (Lfit

2 /φmean). In figure 5a it can be
noted that ξfit remains very small for all considered situations (lower
than 0.15%). For ξSDOF , only the case (C1 −x3) leads to minimize the
error magnitude whatever the value of Lfit

2
φmean

. Thus in the following,
the continuity condition has been applied on the derivative of y(x), the
order of the polynomial is equal to 3 and Lfit

2
φmean

= 3.

3.2 Identification method validation
Figure 6 presents the results validating the identification method.

Two sets of parameters have been considered for thuyas and beech
(Table 2). For both cases, FE simulations allows obtaining the F-d
curves (Figure 6a-c, red curves). The related M − χ curves are derived
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Figure 5 – Errors evolutions as a function of the length of the middle fitting
interval (Lfit

2 ) where φmean = 79mm. Co (resp. C1) means the continuity
is imposed only (resp. also) on yfit (resp. dyfit/dx) between the fitting in-
tervals. x2 (resp. x3) means the order of the fitting polynomial is 2 (resp.
3).

from the identification method (Figure 6b-d, red curves). Knowing the
transveral displacement of the longitutinal axis (from the displacement
field coming from the FE results), the curvature of the beam at mid-
span is assessed. The bending moment is obtained by the reaction at
the support multiplied by half the distance between the supports.

The results of FE simulations are used as reference in order to
compare it the results coming from the SDOF model. The derived
M − χ curves from the FE model are idealized by tri linear curves
and used as an input parameter within the SDOF model in order to
perform the SDOF equivalence (Figure 6b-d, black curves). Then it is
possible to deduce the predicted F-d curves (Figure 6a-c, blue curves)
by the SDOF model. For both cases, a very good agreement can be
observed between F-d curves coming from the FE model and the SDOF
prediction.

3.3 Application to fresh wood material
3.3.1 M-χ curves and SDOF equivalence

From experimental data, 13 tests on fresh wood stems have been
considered. The latter allow obtaining the experimental Force-Displacement
curve (Figure 7b) and thus deriving the M −χ curve using the previous
identification method (Figure 7a). Applying the SDOF equivalence and
for all tests, the experimental M − χ curves allow a good prediction of
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Figure 6 – Validation of the identification method. Comparison between
ABAQUS simulations to SDOF predictions. M-χ curves (b-d) and F-d (a-c)
in the case of two wood species (beech (a-b) and thuyas (c-d)).
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Figure 7 – Comparison of experimental results (circle markers) to SDOF
predictions (trilinear lines) in terms of M − χ curves (a) and F − d curves
(b). The errors are reported for each test ξfit (c) and ξSDOF (d)
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Figure 8 – Relationships between φmean, EL, σe and MOR, of fresh fagus
silvatica samples.

the quasi-static response of the stem in terms of Force-Displacement
curve. Figure 7c (resp. 7d) depicts the error ξfit (resp. ξSDOF ) related
to each tests. The fitting operation involves very little errors. Indeed,
ξfit is lower than 0.1% for all tests. Concerning ξSDOF , a maximum
of about 10% is observed which can be mainly attributed to the initial
curvature of the stem. The more initial curvature exists, the less the
classical beam theory applied. In addition, considering the variability
of fresh wood, the identification method is accurate enough.

3.3.2 Rheological parameters assessment

Additional information can be extracted from the SDOF equiva-
lence. First, an assessment of the longitudinal Young Modulus (EL)
can be proposed. It can be assumed that the initial stiffness is repre-
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sentative of the elastic response of the beam and can be expressed
such as K̄ = E I where I = πφ4

mean/64 is the cross-sectional inertia.
Next, the elastic stress (resp. the modulus of rupture MOR defined
for instance in Hoadley (2000))) can be assess by σe = Myφmean

2I (resp.
MOR = Muφmean

2I ) where My (resp. Mu) is the bending moment at the
beginning of the development of the non linearities (resp. the ultimate
bending moment). Table 1 sums up all the derived values.

A significant variability of the mechanical properties can be noted.
No clear correlation with φmean or between each parameters can be
emphasized (Figure 8). However, these values are in agreement with
previous work carried out on the fresh wood characterization (Olmedo
et al. (2015)).

4 Conclusion
The study of the mechanical response of fresh wood stems under

three points bending tests has enabled to propose an innovative iden-
tification method based on DIC and SDOF equivalence methodology.
The SDOF equivalence is an interesting approach to model quasi-static
and dynamic responses of stems subjected to impact with a very limi-
ted computational effort. This kind of models could be easily imple-
mented within rock propagation codes or other models requiring fast
computation of fresh wood response to static or dynamic loadings.

In order to perform the SDOF equivalence, the key parameter is
the M − χ curve that develops the considered beam. In this study, the
M − χ curve allows accounting for the material non linearities from a
macroscopic point of view (cross-section scale). Due to the large varia-
bility of the fresh wood properties, the analysis of results from refined
FE modeling of the stem, proposed in order to control the testing
conditions, allows validating the identification method. Furthermore,
the influence of the parameters (polynomial continuity, fitting interval
length and polynomial order) of the method has been studied and un-
derlines than a good approximation is obtained when the underlying
physics is correctly described by the interpolation. For three points
bending tests, the bending moment evolution along the longitudinal
axis is linear. Thus, based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the deflec-
tion should correctly be described with a polynomial of order 3. The
better results are observed in this latter case.

The next step will be to use the model in dynamics conditions. The
considered loading will be representative of an impact coming from
a rockfall. Experimental tests and FE modeling will be used to vali-
date the SDOF equivalence. In a near future, the methodology will
be applied for different displacement boundary conditions and impac-
ting load locations. The final objective will be to propose a simple and
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robust SDOF model which can be used within trajectographic codes.
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